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Dear Ag industry associate:
One topic that comes up from time to time is the relationship between the
cash market and the futures market, and how forward futures prices reveal
expectations about where the cash market is headed. The current structure
of this relationship between the livestock markets and corn provides an
interesting comparison to discuss this at greater length, and our latest
feature article explores it in depth. “The Cash Market and Futures Curve”
looks at the difference between cash and futures in the hog, cattle and corn
markets, and offers insights for producers on what the forward curve implies
for both hedge position structure and inventory management.
While it has not exactly felt much like spring across a large part of the
country, we are definitely into that time of year when attention focuses
on new-crop production outlooks and planting progress in particular.
The colder than normal spring season has delayed corn planting and the
market has responded by reaching new highs for the recent move to revisit
price levels not seen since last summer. While this has been a welcome
development for crop producers, livestock feeders have experienced a less
favorable impact on production margins. Our regular Margin Watch features
detail the impact from recent price advances on the grain, livestock and
dairy markets.
As always, if you have questions, please feel free to contact me.

Respectfully,

Chip Whalen is the managing editor of MarginManager and the vice president of education and
research for CIH. He teaches classes on margin management throughout the country and can
be reached at cwhalen@cihedging.com.
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FE ATURE

The Cash
Market and
Futures Curve
One of the main economic functions of the
futures market is price discovery. Participants
from all over the world place bids and make
offers in a dynamic auction to determine the
value of a commodity or financial instrument at
any given point in time.
Because multiple contracts trade simultaneously for the same commodity in different time periods,
both nearby as well as in deferred months and years, this price discovery process is multi-dimensional.
It not only reveals the current or “spot” value but also expectations about how that value will
change over time. Studying this relationship, referred to as the forward curve, can provide valuable
information on how market participants anticipate future price movements for the cash market. It
also can help hedgers refine position structure to protect risk in deferred time periods.
The Cash and Futures Relationship

Futures contracts are called derivatives because they derive their value from the underlying cash
market. Based on the contract specifications, futures either settle to the cash market through physical
delivery as is the case with contracts like corn, or are cash settled where their final value at expiration
is determined by some sort of an index as is the case with hogs. In either case, prior to a contract’s
expiration and convergence with the cash market, there is a difference in value between the spot cash
price and the nearby futures price. This difference, or basis, changes over time where in some cases
the cash price may be at a premium to futures, and in others a discount.
Looking beyond the nearby futures contract, deferred futures also may be trading at premiums or
discounts to the cash market as well as to nearby futures. One of the reasons why deferred futures
prices may trade at a premium to spot prices could be seasonality. For many commodities, there is a
normal tendency for prices at certain times of the year to be higher or lower than other times of the
year, and the futures curve reflects those seasonal tendencies. Another reason may be fundamental.
As an example, there may be a shortage of the commodity in the spot market although the pipeline
might suggest ample supply in a deferred period. In such a case, the spot or cash price would be
trading at a premium to forward futures prices.
The Hog Market

The current structure of the hog market offers one example of the relationship between cash prices
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and the forward futures curve. Notwithstanding a recent recovery, the cash hog market has been
under heavy pressure since late January as supplies have been larger than expected. After starting the
year at prices very close to the average of the past 10 years, the CME Lean Hog index declined almost
$22/cwt. between late January and early April as hog slaughter and pork production have posted
strong year over year increases from 2017 (see Figure 1). Total hog slaughter during Q1 was 31.075
million head, up 3% from a year ago; however, pork production of 6.645 billion pounds during the
quarter was 3.7% higher than last year as hogs are coming to market at heavier weights.
Moreover, the latest USDA Hogs and Pigs report indicated that supply growth is likely to continue
through the summer and into fall. The hog breeding herd on March 1 was estimated at 6.2 million
head, the largest since 2008 with producers reporting that they intend to farrow more sows than a
year ago for the next two quarters. March-May farrowing intentions were up 2.1% from 2017 while the
June-August quarter showed an increase of 1.4% from last year. Recent news of China’s decision to
impose retaliatory tariffs on U.S. pork imports hasn’t been helpful either as much of the offal goes to
that market with limited opportunities for other outlets.
FIGURE 1. CME LEAN HOG INDEX VERSUS FUTURES
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Looking at Figure 1, you will notice that the loss in value in the CME Cash Hog Index and subsequent
recovery was very similar to last year (green line) albeit around 3 weeks early in 2018. You will also
notice the hash marks spread across the page, which represent futures prices as of April 26. The blue
lines correspond to 2018 futures while the red lines are the values for futures in 2019. Each value
is displayed in the middle of the month when the futures contract expires. The 67.48 value in blue
between the month of May and June represents the current value of May 2018 futures which is where
the black line is headed over the next few weeks. Given the two values have to converge at expiration,
this means that either the black line (spot cash market) needs to rise further, and/or the price of May
futures needs to come down in order for the two to converge by mid-May.
The summer futures prices with June at 74.30, July at 77.35, and August at 77.70 indicate expectations
for a continued rise in the cash market or CME Lean Hog Index over the next few months as would
seasonally be expected, although those expectations are much more muted than the increase in cash
prices we witnessed last year when looking at the green line. This likely is due to the factors previously
mentioned with larger hog slaughter and pork production relative to last year and increased trade
uncertainties. From a hedging perspective, while the futures market represents a fair estimate
of value for summer hogs based on what is currently known, it may make sense for a producer to
retain upside flexibility on their price hedges in case the cash hog market is stronger over the next
few months. As a counterpoint however, it should be noted that August Lean Hog futures are also
currently trading at their highest premium relative to the CME Lean Hog Index in the past decade (see
Figure 2).
FIGURE 2. CME 2018 AUGUST LEAN HOG FUTURES MINUS CME LEAN HOG INDEX
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An example of how a producer might address both of these considerations in a hedge would be
adding long call options to a short futures hedge or cash sale in the local market against their summer
marketings. The August futures are trading around 77.70, so the producer might purchase a call option
with an $80 or $82 strike price to address the opportunity cost in a higher market against pre-existing
sales either in the cash market or on the board. They may even choose to offset part of the cost of
purchasing the call by selling put options below the market. This not only would lower the cost of
adding upside flexibility to the hedge, but also take advantage of the current option volatility skew in
the market as higher strike calls are trading at lower implied volatilities relative to lower strike puts
(see Figure 3).
FIGURE 3. AUGUST HOG OPTIONS IMPLIED VOLATILIT Y SKEW

Another consideration for a hog producer from a hedging perspective concerns cash basis levels.
With the cash market trading at a discount to futures, hog basis is currently negative and has actually
been running at or near new 10-year lows through the month of April (see Figure 4). Because of this,
a producer would only want to deliver hogs against the minimum amount necessary to meet packer
commitments, and possibly even slow down hedge removals against their marketing schedule.
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FIGURE 4. CASH HOG BASIS (NATIONAL – LM HG203)

The Cattle Market

By contrast, the forward curve in cattle offers a different perspective on the relationship between cash
and futures prices as well as the implication for hedgers. Unlike the hog market where cash prices are
currently trading at a discount to futures, spot cattle prices in the cash market are at a premium to
the forward curve. Despite the fact that the number of cattle on feed as a percentage of the previous
year has consistently run 107%-109% over the past several months, much of the cattle placed into
feedlots last fall were lighter weight animals that require more days on feed to reach market weight.
As a result, cattle marketings and slaughter have not kept up with demand as packers have large
commitments they need to fill in the spot market.
Because of the heavier placements over the past several months however, expectations are that an
abundant supply of cattle will be available to the market during the summer marketing period. Since
market participants anticipate this increased supply of cattle and beef production over the next
several months, the forward curve reflects these expectations with lower prices for summer contracts
relative to the spot spring period. Prices are gradually expected to increase heading into the fall and
winter from a summer low against the June and August contracts. Figure 5 shows the forward cattle
curve out through August, 2019:
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FIGURE 5. CME LIVE CATTLE FUTURES FORWARD CURVE

Compared to the hog market, the relationship between cash cattle and forward futures implies a
much different scenario for cattle producers in managing their inventory and hedge positions. Unlike
hogs, the basis has been strong for cattle. Figure 6 displays the current cash basis for live cattle in the
Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico region, which has been running at or near 10-year highs over the
past month. The historically strong cash basis which is well above average provides a strong incentive
for producers to market early and pull supplies forward, hopefully alleviating the possibility of excess
supply later in the summer.
FIGURE 6. CATTLE BASIS CHART – 10-YEAR R ANGE (TEX AS-OKLAHOMA-NEW MEXICO)
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Meanwhile, because the forward curve is discounted relative to spot futures and the cash market, a
cattle feeder would also be encouraged to maintain upside flexibility in their hedges against summer
marketings. Similar to hogs, a cattle feeder might likewise consider adding long call options to a
short futures position. Alternatively, they may choose to protect downside price risk on their physical
inventory by simply purchasing put options. Depending on their projected breakeven levels, they
could finance the purchase of puts by selling upside calls to establish a maximum price on a portion of
their inventory.
The Corn Market

Another example of the relationship between the cash market and the forward futures curve is the
corn market. After harvesting another bumper crop last fall on record yields that maintained corn
stocks at historically high levels, cash corn prices have been depressed with limited expectations
for much of a recovery. Recent drought conditions in Argentina however and lower than expected
intended acreage revealed in USDA’s Prospective Plantings report has put some risk premium back
into the market. In addition, cold and wet weather which has extended through April across much of
the Northern Corn Belt has delayed planting progress and likewise added a risk premium to the futures
market.
Unlike hogs or cattle, corn is a storable commodity and the relationship between prices of futures
contracts on the forward curve typically reflects a “cost of carry” or storage between delivery
months. In a situation like the present where supplies are plentiful, there will be a positive carry such
that deferred futures are trading at a premium to nearby futures, reflecting the cost of storing the
crop between expirations. In a case where there is a shortage, such as in a drought like the 2012-13
crop year, there will be a negative carry or a premium on nearby futures relative to deferred futures
contracts. This provides a disincentive for producers to hold on to their crop as they effectively lose
money storing between expirations. Figure 7 displays the current forward curve for corn:
FIGURE 7. CBOT CORN FUTURES FORWARD CURVE

For a corn producer, the forward curve on corn implies different considerations for managing hedge
positions between old-crop corn in the bin and new-crop corn which is now being planted. Looking
at the first half of the curve representing the 2017-18 old-crop marketing year, there is a positive carry
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as previously mentioned. In other words, the producer is incentivized to hold on to their crop in order
to capture the carry in the market. Assuming the producer has storage, they therefore would want to
maintain a short hedge in the deferred July or even September futures contract against their physical
inventory, representing the horizon of the old-crop price curve.
Another way of looking at this would be to analyze the spread between old-crop and new-crop corn
within a historical context. Figure 8 shows the spread between the spot May Corn futures contract and
the new-crop December futures contract. You will notice that the 25-cent discount of May relative to
December is the same as last year and near a 10-year low for this time of year.
FIGURE 8. CBOT 2018 MAY CORN – 2018 DECEMBER CORN (10-YEAR R ANGE)

Looking out to new-crop however, the forward curve is telling us something different. Given the
previously mentioned dynamics of lower intended acreage and delayed planting progress that has
been compounded by the crop losses in Argentina, the second half of the forward curve starting with
the new-crop December contract is relatively flat. This is because a majority of the open interest or
price discovery in new-crop corn is in the December futures contract, which has been bid relative
to the forward contracts on the curve. While the March, May, and July 2019 futures contracts are
trading at successive premiums to December 2018 futures, these premiums are relatively small from a
historical perspective.
If we look at a similar chart to Figure 8 which now compares the December 2018 futures price relative
to the July 2019 futures price, you will notice in Figure 9 that the 16 cent discount of December futures
relative to July for new-crop corn is at a 10-year high for this point in the season. As a result, unlike in
old-crop where a corn producer would be incentivized to place their short hedge as far out as possible
on the curve; in new-crop, there is an incentive to keep the short hedge on the front end of the curve in
the December contract, and wait for more carry to be built into new-crop spreads.
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FIGURE 9. CBOT 2018 DECEMBER CORN – 2019 JULY CORN (10-YEAR R ANGE)

The forward curve is an important component of the price discovery process in the futures market
and provides valuable information for a risk manager to consider when evaluating their exposure.
Understanding the relationship between cash and futures can help producers better manage their
hedge positions and leverage the information being provided by the market to take advantage of
opportunities that may present themselves.

There is a risk of loss in futures trading. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Hog Margin Watch: April
Margins deteriorated sharply over the second half of April from a combination of slumping hog prices and rising feed costs. Hog margins are
now back below breakeven through Q1 of 2019 and historically depressed in the bottom decile of profitability over the past 10 years. Hog
futures have been pressured recently by a buildup in pork inventories based on the latest monthly Cold Storage report. USDA reported the
inventory of all pork products in cold storage at the end of March totaled 611.0 million pounds, up 12% from last year and equal to the fiveyear average. Compared to February, March pork inventories increased slightly versus the average stocks drawdown of 3.7% over the past
five years. Bellies in particular at 59.2 million pounds were up 187% from last year and increased 21% from February compared to the
average seasonal build of 3% between February and March over the past five years. Lower prices likely sent increased supplies into cold
storage this year, although larger pork production also pressured pork trim values sending more of those supplies into freezers as well. Feed
prices meanwhile have continued to trend higher with both corn and soybean meal taking out previous highs in February and March with
ongoing concerns over planting delays amidst strong demand. USDA reported corn planting at 17% complete through the week ending April
29 compared to 32% last year and 30% based on the 10-year average. Soybean planting progress was 5% complete as of Sunday
compared to 9% last year and 6% for the 10-year average. Following the recent price advances in both corn and soybean meal, our clients
are making strategic adjustments to add flexibility to feed hedges.
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The Hog Margin calculation assumes that 73 lbs of soybean meal and 4.87 bushels of corn are required to produce 100 lean hog lbs.
Additional assumed costs include $40 per cwt for other feed and non-feed expenses.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by Commodity & Ingredient
Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of information and education only. Nothing
therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC.
All references to market conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603
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Dairy Margin Watch: April
Dairy margins improved slightly over the last half of April as increased milk prices more than offset the impact of rising feed costs. While
margins are still only about average from a historical perspective, with the exception of spot Q2, they are projected positive into early 2019.
Milk prices are drawing support from a delayed spring flush following unseasonably cold weather in the Upper Midwest while a recent surge
in NDM prices has lifted Class IV Milk futures on the CME. USDA reported March Milk Production at 18.987 billion pounds, up 1.3% from
last year, with the milking herd estimated at 9.406 million head, down 2,000 from February but 23,000 higher than March, 2017. Production
per cow averaged 1,954 lbs. in March, up 1.1% from last year. Meanwhile, USDA Cold Storage data reflected more modest builds in dairy
inventories than would seasonally be expected. Butter stocks in cold storage at the end of March totaled 273.6 million pounds, up 2.9% from
February and 0.4% higher than last year. The February to March build in supply slightly trailed the 3.8% average based on the past ten
years. Total cheese in cold storage on March 31 was 1.328 billion pounds, up 0.8% from February compared to the average build of 1.6%
between February and March over the past ten years. Total cheese stocks were also up 5.2% from March, 2017. Feed costs have continued
to advance on strong demand amidst ongoing planting delays. USDA reported corn planting progress for the week ending April 29 at 17%
complete compared to 32% last year and 30% on average for the end of April over the past 10 years. Soybean planting progress was
reported at 5% complete versus 9% last year and 6% on average for this point in the season. Our clients have been mainly focused on
strategic adjustments to existing positions, including allocation of milk hedges between Class III and Class IV, and adding flexibility to feed
hedges.
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The Dairy Margin calculation assumes, using a feed price correlation model, that for a typical dairy 62.4 lbs of corn (or equivalent) and 7.34
lbs of meal (or equivalent) are required to produce 100 lbs of milk (includes dry cows, excludes heifers not yet fresh). Additional assumed
costs include $0.90/cwt for other, non-correlating feeds, $2.65/cwt for corn and meal basis, and $8.00/cwt for non-feed expenses. Milk basis
is $0.75/cwt and non-milk revenue is $1.00/cwt.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by Commodity & Ingredient
Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of information and education only. Nothing
therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC.
All references to market conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Beef Margin Watch: April
Beef margins were weaker over the last half of April, as feed costs increased while cattle prices held relatively
steady. Margins remain historically depressed in both spot and deferred marketing periods against forward crushes.
Cattle prices continue to trade mostly rangebound without a significant catalyst to move the market. The spring
grilling season has been delayed by unseasonably cold weather across a large section of the country, although
temperatures are finally starting to warm. USDA’s latest Cold Storage report showed total beef inventories at the end
of March were 464.0 million pounds, virtually unchanged from last year and up about 1% from February. Boneless
beef stocks were the main culprit behind the increase, with much of that supply build in the mid-Atlantic region
signaling that it most likely was a function of lackluster domestic demand and not staging for export. Monthly Cattle
on Feed data meanwhile were mostly in line with pre-report trade expectations, with the total on feed number as of
April 1 at 11.729 million head, up 7.4% from last year. Placements during March totaled 1.921 million head, down
9.3% or 196,000 head from 2017. A sharp drop in placements was noted in both Kansas and Colorado, where the
early removal of cattle from winter wheat and small grain grazing reduced placements in those states. Corn prices
remain firm due to strong demand and ongoing planting delays. USDA reported corn planting progress at 17%
complete for the week ending April 29 compared to 32% last year and 30% on average over the past ten years. Our
clients continue to focus mainly on adjustments to existing positions. Following recent strength in the corn market,
our clients are looking to add flexibility back to feed hedges after recently strengthening delta in those positions.
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The Beef Margin calculation uses Feeder Cattle futures to price inbound animals and assumes each will consume
55 bushels of corn and cost approximately $250 per head (for other feed and non-feed expenses) to gain 550
pounds and reach a market weight of 1,250 pounds.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for
purposes of information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade
commodities or a trade recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market
conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin
Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Corn Margin Watch: April
Corn prices and margins continued higher the past two weeks, as the market deals with uncertainties of slow U.S. planting,
and dryness hampering the second crop of corn in Brazil. U.S. corn planting progress stands at 17% seeded compared to
the five-year average of 27%. The cold, wet spring has given way to warmer, drier climes, allowing anxious producers to get
their planters rolling. Last week Iowa, Illinois and Missouri planted 17%, 28% and 36% of their respective corn areas. Several
states however, have not had an opportunity to make any progress. Overall, the current forecast is favorable, potentially
allowing producers to catch up to the norm across the entire corn belt. Brazilian second crop corn is in need of favorable
rains, while production estimates are short of last year’s record high; there is still time for finishing moisture to prevent major
setbacks. The U.S. and global stocks are plentiful, but less U.S. planted acreage, Argentina drought and Brazil dehydration
means little tolerance for any weather disruptions in either hemisphere the next couple of months. The May WASDE Report
will bring the market a first look at the new crop corn balance sheet, using 88.0 million planted acres as a starting point. The
progression of spring and summer weather, as well as new demand data will necessitate many changes to the 2018/19
balance sheet along the way.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 186 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $544 per acre.
Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.2 per bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 186 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $544 per
acre. Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.25 per
bushel.

1 The Corn Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low productivity

farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report published by the
Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of
information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of
the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Soybeans Margin Watch: April
Soybean prices and margins were steady the past two weeks. Events in Argentina continue to support the bean market, and
it is not only the drought stricken production woes as the catalyst this time. An accident at an export hub in Parana took a
dock out of operation, potentially for up to twelve months, slowing export movement. A fire at a crush facility halted bean
processing, and strikes have slowed work at other crushing plants. Argentina has also added to commitments to purchase
additional beans from the U.S. recently. Brazil harvest progress is near completion and those beans are ready for export,
easing the Argy deficits. The U.S. and China trade feud lives on, albeit with less rhetoric, as the two parties are set to meet
later this month. The U.S. proposed $50 billion in new tariffs are still in comment period, also until later this month. As such,
there is not clarity as to when they would officially begin. The recent NASS Fats & Oils Report revealed that 182 million
bushels of soybeans were ground in March, out crushing last year by 21 million. U.S. soybean seeding is just underway at
5%, which is also the five-year average pace. It looks like the cool, damp spring has finally yielded to a more normal regime,
allowing planting to proceed at normal pace. The market awaits the May WASDE report, which will offer the initial new crop
balance sheet. USDA will use 88.982 million acres planted as a starting point to fill in the rest of the 2018/19 bean
projections, and thus begins the push and pull of supply and demand against the uncertainties of summer weather.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 59 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $319 per acre.
Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.35 per bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 59 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $319 per acre.
Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.35 per bushel.

1 The Soybeans Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low productivity

farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report published by the
Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of
information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of
the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Wheat Margin Watch: April
Wheat prices and margins were higher the past two weeks, as the winter wheat conditions are disappointing and spring
wheat plantings are well behind the average pace. The lack of moisture all winter across the Southern Plains has
continued into spring, leaving overall winter wheat conditions at 33% good to excellent compared to 54% last year.
Perhaps more alarming are the poor and very poor categories at 37% versus just 13% last year. Presently Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas each have over 50% of their crop at those poor and very poor levels. Conversely, cold and wet
conditions up north has prevented producers in North and South Dakota, as well as Minnesota from sowing any seeds.
While the weather and forecast has normalized, any further hiccups may shift those intended spring wheat acres to
alternative crops.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 71 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $344 per
acre. Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $157 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.3 per
bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 71 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $344 per
acre. Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $157 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.3 per
bushel.

1 The Wheat Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low

productivity farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report
published by the Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.

The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes
of information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the
date of the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of
future results. Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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